
We'Moon 2023: Silver lining 

Final due date: august 1, 2021

What bursts of creativity have caught 
you off guard or inspired you? What 
have you conjured? Share rituals for 
growth, change, forgiveness, hope. 
Tell us a creation story. 

How does it feel to take a leap of 
faith? To make a radical decision 
that changes your reality forever?  
How do we adapt when our goals 
don’t go as planned? How can we 
help our families, communities, 
world, make daring choices? What 
new projects is your community 
inventing this year?

Given infinite possibilities and 
resources, how would you tend 
to the peoples of this world? How 
would you enact respect and safety 
for the creatures, lands and waters 
that share the planet with us?  

How can we assist each other in this 
troubled time? How are devastated 
communities beginning again? 
What are the challenges and gifts 
of renewal? What new energies are 
percolating up from dark times? 
How do we breathe new life into 
the old, unanswered cries for justice?

What plans or ideas are taking 
form in the material world? What 
hopeful signs do you see of Earth 
regeneration? How do we reform 
structures that do not serve us 
anymore? What new skills or 
tools do we need to accelerate 
reparative actions? 

What silver linings are opening 
up before you, lifting your heart? 
How shall we spread the hopeful 
promises that invite trust in the 
future? What seeds of light are we 
planting for the long haul?
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Women! We invite you to submit your art and writing!                

The theme for We’Moon 2023 is inspired by the first 
light that follows New Moon: the Waxing Crescent—
Her Silver Lining. Waking from the dark moon time, 
Crescent Moon brings waves of possibility, hope, 
insight, transformation. This bright spark sheds light 
on the careful work of nurturing new dreams, our 
fragile, tender wishes. She peeks down on us with a 
knowing smile: There is light. There is also shadow made 
visible. Keep watch! 

Welcome the excitement and the daring this newly 
discovered landscape evokes. What opportunities 
present themselves as the moonlight dawns? Let’s 
conspire to imagine solutions for stale problems. 
Embrace the challenges and rewards of moonifesting 
more integrity, compassion and resilience in our 
personal and collective realities. Conjure with us 
clear promise of new paradigms, as we explore this 
re-visioning time of New, Fresh, First-Time-Again. 

Ah, crescent wonder! Smiling arc of light
Sliding down the western sky

Sliver of radiant promise:     More is on the way!
Tomorrow You will curl up onto the eastern heaven—

Fatter, brighter. Ever laughing.
Baby Moon, grinning to Begin. Calling out "Next!" 

Arawa     Diana     Yemanja
Moon Maiden rising

Juna     Artemis    Selene
Moon Mama, cuddling our hopes   cradling our growth

Sickle at the ready   protecting, just in case
Moon Goddess on the edge

edging darkness with Your sharp horn
dig clear unearth    bow to the fragile sprout

the fleeting chance    the unlikely miracle  
the grace to start over

Nightgazers!   Behold:  Mother of Rebirth
All Praise:  Child of Again

We summon the world to smile back  
Look up!    Dare hope.

Keep Watch!
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